Installation Instructions –
Corbel Table with Contempo Chair

1. The two metal brackets that attach the connecting table are not identical and must be
attached on the side of the chair as labeled. See Figure 1.
NOTE: If installed on the wrong side, the connecting table will not be level.
2. Place the Contempo chair on its right side (facing the chair). The Right metal bracket
will fit between the corner blocks of the frame underneath the seat and snugly against
the underside of the seat as shown in Figure 2.
3. Using 3 black 1 ½” black screws, attach the bracket to the chair frame. See Figure 3
for identification of the screws.
NOTE: You may find it easier to mark the holes and pre-drill before attempting to
install the 1 ½” black screws.
4. Place the next Contempo chair on its left side (facing the chair) that will attach to the
connecting table. The left side metal bracket will also fit between the corner blocks of
the frame underneath the seat and snugly against the underside of the seat as show in
Figure 4.
5. Turn the two Contempo chairs upright. You should see a wider gap between the metal
bracket and the bottom of the chair frame towards the front of the chair. See Figure 5.
This is correct because the Contempo chair slopes down at the rear.
6. Place the two chairs apart by approximately the width of the connecting table. Place
the table on the metal brackets to verify it is level before securing the top to the metal
brackets with the 1” silver screws.
NOTE: It may be easier to firmly secure the table when the Contempo chairs are on
their backs, but it must be loosely attached upright to verify that the top is level.
7. Tighten all bolts securely with a Phillips screwdriver.
8. If the connecting table is not level, you can loosen the screws in the metal brackets,
level chair and then re-tighten.
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